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Latest android version pie or oreo

Android was first released to the public 10 years ago, in 2008. It was a wobbly, brilliant, distressed and lovable progress in work. Today Android is just as clever as Apple's iOS. Google didn't need to revamp the entire system with an Android 9 Pie worthy of a 10th anniversary update. But what's new? To
go from Android 8 to Android 9, also known as Android Pie, we get loads of small interface tweaks, a new way to navigate the interface and a set of tools to avoid you wasting too much time with your phone. Let's run some of the most important changes in Android Pie.Android Pie vs Android Oreo:
Aesthetics Android is stripped more today than in 2014. However, compared to other phones with this custom interface, Google's own Pixel phone leaves looking a bit rigid or conservative. The Android Pie system has a little more color, some more curves. We would not call it a dramatic facelift, but some
of its edges have been softened. For example, the settings menu now has colored icons. And the drop-down Quick Settings bar uses blue circles instead of plain icons. The Notification drop-down also looks like a round-off digital post-it, rather than just a plain sheet of white that fills the entire screen, as in
Android Oreo. You will get used to this new look in about five minutes. But it nudges The Android default cute, skins Samsung, Huawei and others look closer to the friendliness style of use in their phones. Android Pie vs Android Oreo: WellnessWe like a grandparent you don't want to sound like sitting
down the fire to tell you how to live your life. But time is just about the most precious resource for most of us, along with how many calories we can goble to in a day without earning an extra chin. Android Pie leads on this idea. A new feature called Dashboard lets you see how much time you spend on your
phone every day, breaking that time into the pie graph of the apps you use. Did you know that you spent four hours watching the video of the puppies on Instagram yesterday? The dashboard is great for a quick digital discretion check, taking a more human on android Oreo's existing feature that lets you
see how much battery power apps use. It also notes how often you unlock your phone every day, and how many notifications you get. We're not planning on digital detox any time soon, but are able to see how much time you waste on Facebook is useful. Android Pie Android Pie vs Main Screen on Android
Oreo: Usage Limits to get more hardcore with your digital discipline? Android Pie lets you do this. The app timer sets a time allowance for specific apps, which reset at midnight each day. You will get a reminder when that allowance is almost gone. And once it's over, the app icon will be gray-out. That's
your lot, Instagram. Many of us know that we have an app A lot of use, whether it's YouTube, Facebook, Instagram or just another Go casual game. App timer is a neat way to prevent bad habits. But but Some willpower is still needed. Android Pie vs Android Oreo: Night Modewind Down is the other key
pillar in android pie's digital wellness features. Android Oreo has a feature called Night Light, which takes the blue light out of the display as you get closer to bed time. It is easy on the eyes, gives the display a pale/orange look and uses the phone to reduce sleep disturbances. The wind down goes a few
steps further. You still have Night Light, but when you have access to gold, which you set, the display becomes gray-scaled and do not disturb mode is activated. Like other digital wellness feature above, Wind Down makes it easy to avoid using unhealthy phones. Main screen on Android Oreo Android Pie
vs Android Oreo: Brightness Control Android Oreo has quite a standard adaptive brightness mode. This increases and reduces screen brightness depending on ambient light conditions. All but the cheapest phones will feature it. Android Pie adaptive brightness makes it a bit more intelligent. It learns from
the tweak you've made in different light situations, mapping a custom back light curve. In theory auto brightness settings should really land at the level you want after a few days of normal use. It doesn't have a life-changing feature, but it doesn't see android Oreo.Android Pie vs Android Oreo does add
some hidden feature: Battery management It's not a replacement for battery saver, still present in Android Pie. This should result in slightly better longevity in some app-packed phones, though. During the last few Android updates, Google has tried to make the system use less battery, especially when the
phone is snoozing in your pocket. However, the main feature in Android Oreo that solves battery-problem was the ability to see which apps were consuming the most energy. The control of Android Pie background power is more visible, with a mode called adaptive battery. It tailors how Android treats apps
based on how often they're used. The apps you use will hardly have the most basic of background permissions. They may delay any information, but they will use less battery as a result. Apps you use all the time won't be affected. New look notification panel and gesture control in Android Pie Android Pie
vs Android Oreo: App Aiondroid 9 Pie is smarter than Android 8 Oreo. It predicts the features you want, and put them before you before going looking for them. This can be a shortcut to calling someone, resuming playlists in Spotify, or ordering a taxi. What you see depends on what you're doing, the time
of day, whether you just plug-in (or wirelessly connected) headphones, etc. The most obvious location in which they appear is right below the top row of the mouse on the apps menu. However, these app actions will also appear in the Universal Search Bar, in Google Assistant and play store. This is
another example that He already knows how well we are by reconciling our past behavior. However, it's good to see used Speed-up Android operation instead of showing us tailored ads. Android Pie vs Android Oreo: App Functionality App Action, App Slice's Cousins are typical slivers of app functionality
Third party developers can create on the surface in the interface of Android Pie. These are bits that will make Android Pie feel more rich than Android Oreo at the time. A demo is shown by Google-locked Lyft, related to the taxi app. Find Lyft in universal search and you'll see how much will wait for the taxi,
and quotes to bring you home instead of just a link to the Lyft app. Slice app are small parts of information that no longer need to be in apps. We have to wait to see what other usage app developers invent. But this feature has a lot of potential. Android Pie vs Android Oreo: Volume ControlPress The
control of volume buttons and pops-up on Android Oreo phones will vary depending on the context. If a song or video is playing, it will change the amount of media. If it is not, the buttons will change the amount of notification. That changes to Android Pie. The volume buttons will control the media volume
as standard, leaving the volume of the track or video before you start playing. Now you have to be the person on the bus that embarrasses yourself by piping some classic Hanson in maximum quantity. The volume interface also has a button to switch between silent, normal and vibrate-only notification
modes. If you're the kind of person who actually changes the amount of notifications regularly, you may not like this change. However, we do not literally need this: we either want silence, or the level we always use. You can still change the notification volume using the settings shortcut below the volume
slider. Android Pie vs Android Oreo: Copy and pastecopy and pasting becomes one of the most sensible, and overdue, tweaks in Android Pie. When you long press and drag to select a phrase in an article or email, you'll see an enhanced version of the point under your finger. This makes it very easy to
select the right part of the text for the first time. If it sounds familiar because iPhones already have this feature, and have done so for a long time now. Android Oreo had some neat text selection extras, starting mind. Smart text selection auto-highlights highlights things like addresses and phone numbers to
do this manually without you. However, with that previous version, choosing a certain part of an article still seems fiddly. Bring to Android Pie.Android Pie vs Android Oreo: Navigation Most Android phones use the same basic interface language. The three soft keys at the bottom of the screen let you switch
between recent apps and apps drawer pages, and the back button takes you back a step, no matter where you are in the phone. Android P offers a new approach, based around a central button that looks like a slightly white tablet. Tap on it, and it will act like a normal home button. Swipe And it first takes



you to the recent apps screen, then again Drawer after a second swipe. This represents a more gesture-headed approach to Android, and assumes that we switch apps fairly fast. There is also a context-sensitive back button. It appears only when it is possible to go back. For example, the button does not
appear on the homescreen. This new NAV style is optional. You can use classic soft keys if you want. Android Pie vs Android Oreo: Recent apps in Android Oreo, recent apps are a 3D stack of display cards, each represents the recently used app. It works quite well, but Android Pie's new gesture won't be
a good fit for the NAV style, which focuses too much on the recent apps area. In Android Pie, this multi-tasking staple looks like the iPhone's app switching interface. App previews are flat cards that sit as Android Oreo, not on top of each other. This is the most beginner visual difference between Android 8
and 9. And we think it's an improvement. The new recent apps are much more consistent with the visual design of the screen system, and feel less like an appendix behind a book. It's cleaner, more useful. It also has the same line of popular apps as the app drawer. Drawer.
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